
 

 

This practice is a part of a three-part series that invites us to Allow, Open & Listen to our deep 

truths/aches and the natural world as we imagine and live into a more loving, just, and HUMAN way. 

Art, words, and invitation by Jonathon Stalls, Intrinsic Paths 

Practice 2 of 3: {Opening} Brave Creativity  
Ideas, what’s possible, imagination, vision, and aspiration. 

Drumming up aches, truths, and gut wisdom. 
 

 
 

Central Invitation: 
Nourishment for imagination and bold envisioning of a more human way. Inspire biochemical changes in 

the brain to increase neuroplasticity. Expand and open your mind while also recognizing and naming 
self-imposed (or externally imposed) limitations that come with our day-to-day life. You might enjoy 

Ways of Walking: Walking as Mystery to allow for deeper and wider movement.  
 

Prep: 
Bring a notebook, invite goals/pains/dreams with you, and perhaps protect some time for pre-writing 
(What might you want to open, envision, dream, wake up to as you walk/roll?). Invite intentional the 

places between, the places unseen, and moving away from defaults. 
 

Timing & Location: 
At least 30-40 minutes. Unhurried. Right where you are, and, if you can, the less distractions or barriers, 
the better. If you can be in quieter or smoother environments, you will have a greater creative capacity. 

http://www.intrinsicpaths.com/waysofwalking


 

Safety & Health: 
If near people, please have wear a mask when 6-10ft away. 

Have water, comfortable shoes/clothing, and sun care. 
 

Before You Begin Moving: 
Pause and take a few deep breaths. As your lungs expand, envision your veins, brain capacity, heart 

capacity, and dream capacity expanding with them. Be as open as you can be. 
 

Movement: 
As you begin to move, seek the realms of wonder, of space, and of reaching high into what’s possible. 

Look up at the sky as often as you can. As you move, notice the way branches adapt, bend, and emerge 
from the sides. They started in one direction… where did they end up? How are they filling in and 

thriving in the spaces where no branch existed before? Notice the way clouds move, plants rest and 
blossom, and colors evolve as the sun goes down. 

 
After roughly 20-minutes (similar to Practice 1) notice what begins to clear, notice what begins to open 
around your ideas, dreams, and possible barriers/blocks*. Be ready with that notebook! I find that it is 
super helpful to simply honor what comes up by jotting it down. I can then release it, which will allow 
for more creative room. Try not to overthink or shut down ideas. This is a time to allow and celebrate 

imagination. If you aren’t noticing moments of inspiration and creativity, don’t worry… this practice can 
take time to set in. In time (and with practice!) it will open and expand your thinking, living, and BEing in 

beautiful and revealing ways. 
 

I deeply invite you to use this practice alongside how you (how we) can envision a more human way that 
honors Human dignity, honors and protects our Planet, and honors our own inner journey. I believe we 
need brave body-based practices that inspire Radical Creativity (centering human justice, planet care, 

and inner healing) in this time more than ever. 
 

*This practice can also be great for tending to a specific stressful situation, conflict with a colleague or 
loved one, feeling stuck with a writing project or difficult decision, and anything else that feels like a 

mental block. 
 

Close: 
Take one or two more deep breaths and commit to movement practice as a way to invite BRAVE 

CREATIVITY around dreams, creative vision, conflict, feeling stuck, stress, and more. Honor and thank 
your Body and the Earth. 
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